Don’t break the mirror! You’ll get years and years of bad luck!

ACROSS
What you should bring us, part II
What you should bring us, part III
Law regarding transportation of females and heavenly food west of Connecticut (2 wds.)
Number 11 from Montreal essentially strove to be positive or negative
Endlessly sly Rent character left to get Jay some beef jerky (2 wds.)
What you should bring us, part I
Half of vertically misadjusted fountain in Rome

DOWN
I will support second-rate flora and fauna
Nude Greek woman whose show was nominated for 12 daytime Emmys in 2007
Lint scattered across more than one country (abbr.)
Richard the late comedian and Norman the author turned in
What keeps you from seeing Diana is not some lunatic
Snootiness upset Mob dons
The mother of Liam Aaron McDermott chose to start being doughnut-shaped